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ABSTRACT

The experimental data for the polarization asymmetries of pp-scattering available at the

scattering angle 8 = 90° and at various moderaie energies, as well as at E = 2.4434 GcV and

various scattering angles are described by smooth phenomenological coupling functions of the

form cF(q2){A( 1 - x) + Bx\ , where x = I 4 ( u / ( s - 4 m 2 ) ] 2 , for scalar, vector, tensor and the

"magnetic moment" couplings as well as the corresponding parity conserving axial couplings. The

analysis shows a predominant role of the "axial magnetic moment", the axial scalar, and the axial

vector interactions. Moreover, the data contain oscillations of the type sin (quo — 7r)/(gwo — TS),

where q is the square root of the energy-momentum transfer. The oscillations have amplitiudes of

5%, and a constant frequency uio = 2 « /0 8K mp. They arise from oscillating modulations up to

25% of the non-axinl coupling functions.

MIRAMARE- TRIESTE

Many experimental data for the polarization asymmetries of proton proton scattemg are

available now at moderate energies'. These quantities may be described quite naturally with he-

licity amplitudes. Therefore, some authors have successfully determined the helicity amplitudes

from the experimental data for some special energies and scattering angles2 '3 ' '1.

However, the helicity amplitudes are rather complicated objects. They are superpositions

of some basic interactions which are obtained by the multiplication of the "currents" due to the two

protons 5.

A x B = (u\A U2XU3S u 4 ) . (1)

Here, u, are (helicity) spinors for the incoming protons 2 and 4, and for the outgoing proions 1

and 3, and A and B are suitable Dirac matrices, representing the vector, scalar, tensor vertex, the

derivative vertex (i.e. the analogue of the magnetic moment), as welt as their axial correlates. The

current products are contracted to relativistically invariant expressions if required.

Each of the contributions to the helicity amplitudes consists of a known and a less known

part. The known part is given by the current products (!) because the 4 2 helicity ampliiudes for

the diverse types of interactions can easily be derived 6 , as done in the literature 7 . However, less

known are the coupling functions which are factors rf these contributions.

We are not interested primarily in the heliciiy amplitudes. We are interested in the cou-

pling functions which are the coefficients of expression (1). In contrast to possibly equivalent

potentials the coupling functions describe physics in an relativistically invariant and model inde-

pendent way.

In this paper, we extract the coupling functions directly from the experimental data, not

only for variable scattering angles at a fixed energy, or for variable energies at a fixed angle, but

also as a function of both. We introduce smooth form factors for each vertex in order to fullfil

limiting conditions of the theory, parametrize them and apply modifications as far as required by a

feedback mechanism with the data. In this way we can include a large range of diverse experimental

data for different energies and angles in order to obtain information about the effective couplings

as functions of the invariant variables t, u, and s. This extraction allows us also to construct the

helicity amplitudes for all interesting cases at moderate energies.

So far there have seen no hints about noticeable parity violating components in the pp

scattering. Therefore we consider here only the effective couplings which conserve parity. Dirac

algebra confirms that there exist only nine of these couplings which are shown in Table !.
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Table 1. Components of parity conserving pp amplitudes.

Type of amplitudes

1. vector
2. axial vector (,4-vector)
3. mag.moment x vector
4. .A-mag.moment xA-vector
5. Double mag.moment
6. Double A-mag.moment
7. Scalar
8. Pseudoscalar (A-scalar)
9. Tensor

Product of currents

1V x T

a^q" * T
a^fl-T, x T"T5
cr^fl" x a"*!).

i x i

<V x o^

Propagator

9- 2

9-2

r2

r2

9-
2

r2

9-
2

r2

Coupling function

mae
i ma$ e/?
(ma)2

- (ma«)2

S2

(aS)2

T2

Table 1 uses q as the vector of the energy momentum transfer, The expression q1 spe-

cializes to the Mandelstam variable £ in the scattering channel, and to u in the exchange channel.

All these couplings are multiplied with a propagasor q~2 containing no mass. This prop-

agator describes the Coulomb singularity required at zero angle and at the low energy limit. All

remaining factors (like mass effecis) have been included into the coupling functions. The cou-

plings are not assumed to be simply (complex valued) constants, because the limiting cases can be

realized only with functions of q2 (and .s).

In the low energy limit we have to consider the requirements of QED, namely

vanishing axial vertices for the interactions 2 , 4 , 6 , and

•anishing coupling functions for the interactions 7 , 8 , 9 .

In the high energy limit we reach the conditions of QCD, namely

(2)

the conservation of helicity requiring vanishing couplings for the interactions 3 - 9 . (3)

The limiting conditions concern directly the various vertices, and less the coupling functions.

Therefore, it seems to be a good idea to construct the coupling functions as far as possible by

form factors which belong to the vertices and fulffil the limiting conditions. We introduce some

simple models as form factors and require as an example the functions

S2,(vS)2, and T1 to be promotional to I = O.632jrj(/( 1 + 0.1|g|2) . (4)

3

Moreover, we correlate the six coupling functions of the interactions 1-6 by four form factors as

familiar from QED, namely by

2 m a proportional to / = l / ( 1 + 1 3 4 | q | ) ,

0.04|g|)
Tma proportional to / z with z s

0 l\q\
P piDpomonal to ^ ( 1 +

^ T o i \ i

6 proportional to y =
0.07

( 1 + 0 . 0 7 |<j|)"

(5)

(6)

(1)

(8)

These form factors have to be multiplied with suitably chosen "coupling constants". Numerical

searches have led us to a suitable set of six complex valued "coupling constant"

P" ,6" ,ma",S2" .(oS)2" ,T2" , (9)

fitting the data at scattering angle 8 = 90° and at all moderate energies (£-rit), and to a set

0,5',mu\S2',(S)1',Tr , (!0)

fitting the data at the energy E - 2 ,443 GeV and at all angles C4-fit). The coupling constants are

given relative to the normalized factor

= e' = e" = 1 , 111)

being a possible choice because the polarization asymmetries are quotients of two bilinear expres-

sions in the helicity amplitudes.

The numerical analysis has yielded that the sets of constants (9) and (10) are different.

This means that the coupling functions are not pure form factors (depending only on g2). They

depend also on the energy s as expected. We adopted an interpolation between the v4-fit and the

E-fit with the consequence that the interpolating coupling "constant" should be now functions of

the interpolating variable x. We require as examples 0 to be equal to

0(q,x) =w(q)[0(\ ~

and mo to be equal to

ma(q,x) = ma'( 1 - x) + ma"x].

(12)

O3)

Asa consequence of the correlations between e and ma as implied with the definitions (5) and (6)

we find that the coupling funciion associated with the vertex of the vector coupling can be expressed

by the formula

e(q,x) = /U) [eo + 2mo(<j,i)( 1 - ^(<^))]. ( 14)



In the same way we proceeded with all the other couplings. The interpolating variable x has been

chosen to be

z = [ 4 t u / ( s - 4 m 2 ) 2 | } = s i n 4 0 . (15)

(We also tried an interpolation with the variable x' = 4 1 u / ( s - 4 r a 2 ) . But this choice produced

no improved results.)

We note that the concept of interpolating factors A'( 1 - x) + A"x is correct in the

energy region under consideration here. However, the low energy limit E —• m requires the

coupling functions to become constants. But our procedure leaves them as functions of %. A small

correction in the definition of x should cause that i -+ 1 for E -+ m and will regain consistency.

Table 2 shows !he complex valued coupling constants (relative to the normalization

eo = 1).

Table 2. Coupling constants relative toeo = 1.

&
ma'
5'

S2'
(aS)2

Tr

= 0.1324 +
= - 0.4557 4
= -16.4859
= -0.4130-
' = - 9.2046

0 7455t
0.4209 i
14.7658 i
1.4938 i
- 2.3728 i

= 0.0261 +0.1260 i

0"
ma"
6"
S2"

(oS)2

T1"

= -2.8326+ 3.3351 i
= -0.7057 + 0.5022 i
= -4.5566-3.9310 i
= - 0.3344 + 0.7360 i
' =- 1.0921-0.3330 i
= - 0.0063 + 0.0065 i

The coupling constants have been determined by minimizing a function D describing

(he distance between the experimental data A™' and the corresponding values A^1 of our fit. This

distance function has been defined by

(16)

Here the sum runs over al! available experimental data for the polarization asymmetries A, of the

various types. As weights G, we used the reciprocal experimental errors

(17)

The numbers in the sets of coupling constants are extremely correlated. Therefore we

cannot give a bounded region in the muitidimensiona! space of the parameters representing the un-

certainties of the fit. In contrast, the parameter sets are associated with rather long (one-dimensional

and possibly curved) tails along which lhe results are also acceptable.

The following figures show the experimental data for the various polarization asymme-

tries as well as our fits.

Forthecaseof0 = 9O° (£-fit): ANN,^AALL (Figs. 1-2)
For the case of E= 2.4434 GeV (,4-fit): AN,ASs,ANN, ALL, and ASL (Figs.3-7).

There are some remarkable results. The curves show a very drastic transition from mod-

erate energies to the region of few keV where the conditons of QED are present. In this region we

need further measurements.

We used here rather simple and smooth models for the coupling functions. In spite of this

the fits reproduce some detailed structures of the data quite well. For instance the pot-like shape

of A at 9 = 90° has been obtained quite naturally. Moreover, the angular distribution of ASL a t

E = 2.443 GeV tends to large negative values at 0 > 45°, and ihis is just the feature that the raiher

uncertain experimental data indicate.

However, there are small but clear deviations of the data from the fit values which cannot

be accounted by the smooth coupling functions. Therefore, we prepared plots (Fig.8-14) for the

difference of the experimental values and the values of our fit curves

A A, ~A™V-Af (18)

in order to demonstrate the informations of the experimental data which are not contained in the

smooth fit given so far. The residual data A Ai show oscillations which can be described by a factor

function of the type
, . ^ sin(gw0 -7T + X)

a(<j;X)
5wo — v + X

with the same frequency in the space of the variable q ~ y/\i\

wo = 27r/O.88mp.

Here, the phase X can be in principle a smooth function of q and the energy s.

(19)

(20)

The figures 8 and 9 show the data for ALL^a and ANNp> at fl = 90° (« = 2p) as

well as an "attractor curve" (guide of the eyes) which has been drawn according to formula (19).

In agreement with this formula the first zero of the oscillation at q = w/wo is absent, but all the

following zeros at q = rwr/wo withn= 2 , 3 , ...are significant. Moreover, no phase shift is required

at

0 = 90°, X = Q. (21)

The figures 10-15 show the data for A Aupo, &s$po ,&ANNpo, A ASLim, and AAm]M

as functions of the scattering angle 9 at the fixed energy E = 2.443 GeV. Again, we find oscillations

with the same frequency wo, specially in the region of small values of the scattering angle up

to 8 < 50" where the amplitudes of the scattering channel (t channel) dominate. The effect is

obscured in the region of 8 > 60°, where the amplitudes of the exchange channel (u channel) grows

up to the same order of magnitude as the amplitudes of" the t channel. Moreover, the data indicate



that the oscillations are distorted by a phase shift funcron X - X(x) depending on x = sin4 6 and
with the required features

X ( 0 ) = X ( l ) = 0 . (22)

The distorting phases may be described by the formula

X(.x;H,a,n) =vH[A

which reaches us maximal value itH at

0' = a rc s in ( l /2 ) ! / a .

(23)

(24)

Table 3 shows the parameters H,a, nof the distorting phases for the individual differ-
ences A At as used for the attractors of the figures 10-14.

Table 3. Parameters for ihe distorting phases X( i ; H, a, n) of the residua! polarization
asymmetries A A{

A A,

A/W|oo
Ajiwo|oc
A ASLpu

AALL\OO

H,

0.2
0.5
0.7

-0.6
0.0

a.

1
1
2
1
-

n.

2
1
2
2

-

We now tried to include the oscillaiions of the polarization asymmetries into the coupling
functions. We found that four of our couplings oscillate, namely

e by the factor 1 + Ft a(q; XJ ,

ina by the factor 1 + FA a(i- * A ) ,

S by the factor 1 + Fs o( g\ * s ) ,

T by the factor 1 + FT a{ q; Xr), (25)

At the (ixed angle 6 = 90c it is easy to determine the strength of ihe oscillations F," for
the polarization asymmetries. In this case ali phases vanish. The results are found in Table 4.

For the fixed energy B = 2 443 GeV we need not only the determination of the oscilla-
tions strength F[, but also the construction of the distorting phases Xj( x; Hi: a,, n,). They can also
be described within the framework of the formula (19). The parameters F,,H,,aun, are choosen
to be in agreement with the data and are given in Table 4.

Table 4. Parameters for the oscillating streng h of the coupling functions e,
the parameters for the distorting phases i X,

and T2, and

Couplings

e
ma
S
T

F"

-0.20
0.22

-0.16
•0.25

= F>

-0.20
0.22

-0.16
-0.25

Hi

-1.5
1.0

- 1.6
- 1.2

0.25
0.5
1.6
1.6

1
1
1
2

It is gratifying to note that the oscillating strength F" for the £—Fii and F' for the ,4-Fit
are identical within the accurracy of the data. (At 6 = 90° the effects of the oscillating factors
for S and T are compensating in parts). Moreover, all the axial couplings seem to remain without
oscillations.

The oscillations of the polarization asymmetries are small and of the order of few 5%.
However, and according to the results in Table 4, the oscillations of the corresponding coupling
functions reach about 25%.

The figures 15-21 contain the experimental data for the polarization asymmetries as well
as our fit curves with and without the oscillations. The experimental data are sufficiently dense in
the kinematicat region used here. Therefore, they confinn the significance of ihe oscillaiions. We
note that isolated measurements far away from other measurements would give us further infor-
mation about the order of magnitude for the couplings and further hints on the detailed structure
of the proton. Our fit curves seem to be acceptable but contain not all the information contained in
the data. We hope to obtain a better fit by further improvements.

The reason for the oscillations of the non-axial coupling functions is not quite clear yet.
Here, we do not wish to enter into various possibilities.

In conclusion, we hope that our analysis of the experimental data will stimulate further
experimental and theoretical investigations at moderate energies about the reully fascinating struc-
ture of the proton as revealed by the polarization experiments.
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